J2O	Educational Theories.
class of Rudiments, the class of Grammar, the class of
Syntax, the class of Poetry,.and the class of Rhetoric.
These classes might be subdivided but were never con-
fused. The Jesuits were the inventors ofe parallel forms/ a
system now common in our public schools. The course
lasted six years, the first four classes occupying a year
each, the class of Rhetoric two years. The main object of
the whole instruction was knowledge of Latin. This was
the language of the Jesuits,rand served at tfce same time
to separate them from the common herd, and to unite
them by a bond of union which was independent of the
differences of speech and country. The great object
of their education was style. They knew too well the
dangers of pagan literature to indoctrinate their pupils
with the spirit of the classics.
In the class of Rudiments were taught the Latin
declensions and conjugations, and the first beginnings of
syntax. Cicero's letters were read, De viris illustribus,
fables of Phasdrus, and Cornelius Nepos. The school
hours were two and a half hours in the morning and
the same in the afternoon. The time was carefully
subdivided by half hours and quarter hours. ^" Rules of
grammar and portions of autnors were explained; both
of these were learnt by heart and repeated, not to the
master but to the decurions or heads of tens, the
Zehntmanner of Comenius. A little composition was
done and carefully corrected. By a practice called
toncertatio, pupils were stimulated to challenge each
other's mistakes, an usage long kept up at Westminster.
To develope copiousness of diction, long vocabularies of
Latin words were learnt and classified according lo th£
categories to which they belonged. The second class,
called Grammar or little Syntax, carried the knowledge
of Latin further. Selections of Ovid were read, Caesar,

